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ABSTRACT

Complexity of modern communication systems, particularly in the wireless domain, grows at an astounding rate. The algorithmic complexity significantly outpaces the growth in complexity of underlying silicon implementations. Even more dramatically, algorithmic complexity outpaces design productivity. Primarily responsible for the second point is the fragmentation of the design process caused by the extremely heterogeneous nature of modern EDA tools required in wireless communication designs. Such design flows lead to numerous inconsistent design representations, each of them tackling only a specific aspect of the development while neglecting important properties for other design aspects. A permanent rewriting of the design description is required due to the iterative nature of the design process. To overcome such inconsistencies and speed up the process, we present in this paper an automated transition from a high level algorithmic description of a synchronous data flow model to a VSIA compliant Virtual Prototype for an industry-designed UMTS receiver. This automatic translation of algorithmic descriptions is embedded in a consistent design methodology supporting hardware/software co-design as well as efficient testing at all abstraction levels of the design process.

1. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems, especially those designed for wireless communication applications, consist of an increasing software (SW) part with complex interfaces to the underlying hardware (HW). In general the design process can be coarsely divided into three consecutive stages \cite{1}; it starts with the new technological concepts represented in a high level algorithmic description, for instance MATLAB from MATHWORKS (www.mathworks.com) or even just C-programming. Verification of the algorithms is typically performed as testing by simulation. The second major stage is the design specification with respect to which technologies should be used to map such algorithmic ideas into HW and SW. The decisions which standard components and intellectual property (IP) can be reused and which have to be newly developed are included in this stage. Once the system has been specified in detail, the implementation, as the third and final step, starts. This step mainly consists of building all required components that cannot be bought from outside vendors and join them with existing parts and, of course, programming the DSPs, FPGAs and designing ASICs.

Within this process chip manufacturers currently struggle with the so-called design gap, which can be split in two constituent parts: 1) the required complexity of algorithms in future communications systems (Shannon’s law) increases more than the available complexity of silicon (Moore’s law) \cite{2} and 2) the available complexity of silicon rapidly outpaces design productivity, expressed as the average number of transistors designed per staff and month \cite{3}, resulting in an even wider design gap. To narrow this divergence, various measures have been proposed: 1a) including additional HW accelerators in conventional DSP architectures, 1b) allowing for strong HW parallelism, 2a) using a unified language that allows to overcome the difficulties when describing the design in appropriate fashion for the various design teams (www.systemc.org), 2b) re-using IP as much as possible (www.design-reuse.com, www.vsia.org), 2c) developing a Virtual Prototype (VP) as intermediate design step \cite{4}, and 2d) new testing strategies. Since the EDA tools available on the market may support only one or two of these speed-ups measures at the same time, the performance in design productivity remains insufficient.

The most significant shortcoming within the explained design flow lies in the fact that the system descriptions at the three stages of the design process are fundamentally different, relying on different descriptions and thus making forward and backward communications between teams at least difficult if not impossible. Consequently, system descriptions are constantly reformatted and rewritten by the corresponding experts to incorporate input from the other teams. This mode of operation is error-prone, slow due to a lack of automation and thus inefficient.

Clearly, significant increase in efficiency, reduction of time to market and improvement in quality can be achieved by providing a consistent design process covering all design teams in a their various design stages. Such a process requires a unified design environment, supporting all the teams equally and allowing them to work on a single system description containing all information at all levels. A framework meeting these requirements has been proposed in \cite{5}. Its concept and implementation in form of a design database (DDB) with automatic translation tools allowing to convert algorithms from one into other abstraction levels as well as related work is briefly summarised in Sec. 2.

One of the major issues in the presented approach is based on the property of such translation tools to understand various abstraction levels and the corresponding dedicated system descriptions of the design. Refinement steps can take place within each of the representation levels or within the all-embracing system design description. To achieve this goal certain requirements exist, reported further on in Sec. 3, which a high level algorithmic description has to meet to enable an automatic translation to a lower abstraction level. In this context, HW/SW partitioning is performed, and a platform based design is introduced with a specific bus model. The VP technique is highlighted, its location in the design process, its significant impact on development time and related work in Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 3.3 the implementation of the automatic translation algorithm is presented in more detail. Sec. 4 depicts a design example of an industry-designed UMTS receiver chain, for which VPs has been generated and are currently in use in the development process. The last Sec. 5 summarises the achieved goals and points out the future work in this field, such as extending the framework to other high-level languages and refining existing translation algorithms.

2. CONSISTENT DESIGN METHODOLOGY

In order to make the design process consistent by providing a unified design environment but a the same time allow for various EDA tools as they are being favoured by the various design teams, a so-called single system description (SSD) was generated in form of a Virtual Prototype (VP) as intermediate design step \cite{4}, and 2d) new testing strategies. Since the EDA tools available on the market may support only one or two of these speed-ups measures at the same time, the performance in design productivity remains insufficient.

The most significant shortcoming within the explained design flow lies in the fact that the system descriptions at the three stages of the design process are fundamentally different, relying on different descriptions and thus making forward and backward communications between teams at least difficult if not impossible. Consequently, system descriptions are constantly reformatted and rewritten by the corresponding experts to incorporate input from the other teams. This mode of operation is error-prone, slow due to a lack of automation and thus inefficient.

Clearly, significant increase in efficiency, reduction of time to market and improvement in quality can be achieved by providing a consistent design process covering all design teams in a their various design stages. Such a process requires a unified design environment, supporting all the teams equally and allowing them to work on a single system description containing all information at all levels. A framework meeting these requirements has been proposed in \cite{5}. Its concept and implementation in form of a design database (DDB) with automatic translation tools allowing to convert algorithms from one into other abstraction levels as well as related work is briefly summarised in Sec. 2.

One of the major issues in the presented approach is based on the property of such translation tools to understand various abstraction levels and the corresponding dedicated system descriptions of the design. Refinement steps can take place within each of the representation levels or within the all-embracing system design description. To achieve this goal certain requirements exist, reported further on in Sec. 3, which a high level algorithmic description has to meet to enable an automatic translation to a lower abstraction level. In this context, HW/SW partitioning is performed, and a platform based design is introduced with a specific bus model. The VP technique is highlighted, its location in the design process, its significant impact on development time and related work in Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 3.3 the implementation of the automatic translation algorithm is presented in more detail. Sec. 4 depicts a design example of an industry-designed UMTS receiver chain, for which VPs has been generated and are currently in use in the development process. The last Sec. 5 summarises the achieved goals and points out the future work in this field, such as extending the framework to other high-level languages and refining existing translation algorithms.
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The single system description was strongly inspired by SystemC. All such as processes and operation sequences are also supported. The such concurrent concepts, sequential parts of system descriptions, rules or entities, their hierarchy and interconnections. In addition to ally fit system descriptions, with support for such concepts as mod-

dification is contained there and will not be lost even if some EDA

events suffer from the same incompatibility to other environments, resp. languages.

A better solution of an SSD is the implementation in the form of a SQL-DBB [8, 5]. A database representation is not bound

to specific language constraints and thus offers great flexibility in capturing the miscellaneous aspects of a design. Additional advantages of the DDB approach are fast access, data security by the capability to grant permissions to the developers, a high popularity as well as compatibility with major DataBase Management Systems (DBMS) from Microsoft, IBM, Oracle and the open source DBMS MySQL.

The DDB is enriched by a set of dedicated in and out porting SW, the so-called translation tools for a selected subset of development environments that were favoured by the design teams involved. A further advantage of the DDB approach is that all information is contained there and will not be lost even if some EDA tools do not require all the design details. The core of the underlying DDB structure is shown in Fig. 1. It has been designed to generally fit system descriptions, with support for such concepts as modules or entities, their hierarchy and interconnections. In addition to such concurrent concepts, sequential parts of system descriptions, such as processes and operation sequences are also supported. The nomenclature of all concepts in the database structure implementing the single system description was strongly inspired by SystemC. All entities that make up the system are instances of modules. These instances form one or more layers of hierarchy. Each of the instances can contain one or more processes. All processes in the system run concurrently. Processes are internally sequential, formed by sequences of operations. Communications between instances, processes and operations is achieved through data. Data connecting several instances has several aliases; one within the context of each of the connected instances. An alias has an alias type, such as in-

port, outport, in-out port or internal signal. Data has a data type, such as a signal, variable or constant. Operation also has an operation type, such as addition (+), multiply- accumulation (MAC) or left bitwise shift (<<).

The most important aspect of an existing DDB system is the integration of each tool to the SSD. Since there exists only one system description, but a great variety of tools and DSLs, each with unique requirements, means of providing inputs for and incorporating outputs of all the tools must be provided by translational tools.

Fig. 2 depicts the DDB surrounded by the required translational tools each with dedicated “in” and “out” porting SW to incorporate the various EDA tools. The names in the figure are given as examples for EDA tools. Some of them have already been incorporated while others may be candidates for future implementations. The

3. AUTOMATIC TRANSLATION ALGORITHM

3.1 Automatic Understanding of System Level Designs

As Fig. 4 further ahead illustrates, the underlying concept of the translational tools is two-tiered, consisting of a parser and a scanner. Both parts together establish the System Description Interface (SDI). The parser is adapted to the EDA tool or the description language and translates the contained information to a line-based intermediate format (IF). A scanner tool processes the IF and enriches the DDB. The two-stage structure facilitates the development of new interfaces in such a way that the developer of the parser can neglect everything related to data base management, i.e. adding or deleting modules, removing redundant information, updating of attributes etc. This task is fulfilled by the scanner tool, which depends only on the IF and the current contents of the DDB.

The algorithm design team favours COSSAP as a graphical representation of the design at system level. To provide a complete representation of the COSSAP model within the DDB, the information on the architectural structure as well as on the functionality and behaviour of each component is extracted from the COSSAP project. A COSSAP project stores its model architecture in a file pair named after the top module, suffixed ‘.v_arc’ and ‘.v_ent’. The description language used in these files is VHDL compliant. A parser for VHDL has been implemented to create the IF representation of the model architecture (see Fig. 4 further ahead). This parser
is based on two open source tools: Flex, a lexical analyser, and Bison, a parser generator. The scanner processes the achieved IF and adds the information to the DDB. Each component of the COSSAP model has its own GenericC file containing the behavioural model. A parser for these files was implemented to make them ANSI-C compliant for further processing. Note that the developer of the GenericC files has to adhere to a guideline catalogue, to enable a smooth automatic transition to ANSI-C. These guidelines consist mainly of name conventions and have negligible impact on the COSSAP development routine. In particular the guidelines did not limit the creativity of the algorithmic design team and were thus quickly adopted throughout the team. While other SDIs exist (for example for reading SystemC designs), we will focus on the COSSAP SDI in this paper.

3.2 Virtual Prototyping Technique

The partitioning process transforms a system level specification into a heterogeneous architecture composed of HW and SW modules. Whereas HW development, and especially its testing, can be done rather independently from the SW development, development and testing of the SW has to wait until the HW has been designed, and in the case of an ASIC design, the first engineering samples have been manufactured.

Modelling the future DSP HW-architecture combined with a bus model and HW accelerators by SW (utilising an Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) to simulate the DSP), a software model of the entire design can be realised, generally called virtual prototype [9, 10, 4, 11]. In this technique SW reflects the behaviour of the HW and the HW interface via a bus model to the SW, as it will be realised later in HW. Such a VP can be implemented faster than the HW itself, because most of the HW implementation details can be neglected and high-level description languages can be used instead of HW description languages. Another advantage of a VP is its capability to serve as a reference (Golden-) model for the HW whose functionality is mirrored at the bus interface. A crucial point after the partitioning is a carefully designed interface between the various HW modules (HW accelerators or peripherals) and the SW modules, running on the DSP.

3.3 Automatic VP Generation

At this point, the entire model is represented in the DDB using the translational tools. After the decisions of which component shall be realised in HW, which in SW, has been made, this information is stored in a file, which is automatically processed by a tool that extends the DDB. It is possible to flag each instance of the system description as HW, SW, or yet UNDEFINED supporting a future automatic partitioning tool.

A DSP structure enriched by peripheral HW accelerators communicating via a common bus was selected for the design requiring the VP to reflect the DSP as well as to support its peripheral communication. In order to build such a VP, an object-oriented environment in C++ has been created, containing classes for blocks, ports, intercommunication FIFOs, and scheduling, the so-called VP infrastructure of the peripheral (Fig. 4). Note the VP peripheral just mimics the exact HW behaviour at the bus interface, the internal implementation details (FIFOs, scheduler) are only utilizable in HW with reservations. While this implementation implies a specific HW platform, much importance was put on the fact that this platform is rather general, a DSP with a common bus structure for its peripheral HW components, ten VP peripherals have been generated. Four of them assemble the UMTS cell phone receiver part, which has been selected for further consideration. Each of the four parts takes over the complete or partial functionality of a) delay profile estimation (DPE), b) frame and slot synchronisation (SYNC), c) rake method. In this procedure the extracted and now ANSI-C compliant algorithmic description from the COSSAP project is inserted automatically. Furthermore, an additional function is provided to verify that sufficient data for at least one execution is available at the input ports supporting the scheduling capabilities of the VP design.

A C++ file pair for the top module, containing the infrastructure of the peripheral, is created automatically. Within the constructor of this class, all instances characterised as HW are instantiated and interconnected building up the CDLBlock chain. This top module class has a member function acting as a Scheduler. Assuming a directed graph structure of the architecture, we implemented the Scheduler obeying a recursive depth-first-search algorithm. On this account, each block manages a list of its successors which has been set up when the interconnections of all instances were established. The Scheduler is responsible for calling each block as often as possible, i.e. as long as enough data is supplied at the input ports. Note that the two grey constituents of the VP HW/FW and Bus interface (Fig. 4) are not part of the automatic generation procedure as the algorithmic description does not contain any information concerning this matter.

For verification purposes, we provide several test modes. Each block can be triggered independently to copy all output values to one or several files (dump mode) or to read all its input values from files (pump mode) or both. As the top module is derived from the block class, too, this also is true for all peripherals. Thus, it is possible to feed in data at arbitrary positions during run-time allowing to speed up testing significantly since testing of specific modules does not require now to run the entire VP but only those blocks under test.

4. DESIGN EXAMPLE OF A UMTS RECEIVER

According to the design flow presented in Sec. 3 the entire COSSAP project for a UMTS baseband processing unit (UMTS BPU) has been analysed by the SDI and imported to the DDB. After partitioning of the algorithmic description of the UMTS BPU into SW and HW components, ten VP peripherals have been generated. Four of them assemble the UMTS cell phone receiver part, which has been selected for further consideration. Each of the four parts takes over the complete or partial functionality of a) delay profile estimation (DPE), b) frame and slot synchronisation (SYNC), c) rake

---

1Note that this decision is still done by humans and thus error-prone.
receiver (RAKE) and d) decoding of user data (DUD). As an detailed example, Fig. 5 depicts the DUD peripheral to expose the VP infrastructure of the automatically generated HW peripheral. This

![Figure 5: VP Block diagram of the peripheral for decoding of user data (DUD).](image)

DUD consists of six blocks, representing the DSP for the decoding of user data according to 3GPP TS25.212. The Configuration block initial parameters of the six SP blocks, which cannot be passed by the HW/FW interface during runtime and delivers them to each block to set up the specific behaviour, for instance switching the data processing from a slot to a frame basis. Note that the COSSAP developer has the possibility to change the parameters of a block before each block invocation. In the VP as well as in the real HW implementation it is only possible to update the parameters of the blocks between two peripheral invocations. The HW/FW Interface communicates via the on-chip bus with the Starcore DSP, configures the DUD peripheral, fills the VIFs of the Deinterleaving block with data and triggers the Scheduler function.

To achieve the time savings due to the presented automation, it was necessary to port the HW peripherals manually from the COS- SAP project to the VP representation (except of the rake because of its extraordinary size). Within this process the expenditure of human labour, measured in person hours (PH), for translating the behavioural model of each module into a C++ file pair has been documented. We assume the time expense for this task is proportional to the lines of code (LOC) of the GenericC files of the modules. The results are listed in Table 1, showing also that the efficiency (avg. PH/LOC = 0.017) of the manual work is roughly constant for each module. In a second step, the creation of the C++ files for the top module, which instantiates, interconnects, and configures the blocks, has been accomplished. The time spend is assumed to be proportional to the number of instantiated blocks (NIB), further on referred to as infrastructural complexity. The results are listed in Table 2 showing an avg. PH/NIB = 2.0. As the HW/FW Interface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HW peripheral</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>PH</th>
<th>PH/LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DPE</td>
<td>1653</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNC</td>
<td>2422</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUD</td>
<td>2398</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Algorithmic complexity and time expense of the manually generated VP peripherals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HW peripheral</th>
<th>NIB</th>
<th>PH</th>
<th>PH/NIB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DPE</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Infrastructural complexity and time expense of the manually generated VP peripherals.

face has to be described manually with respect to the underlying architecture, its development time is not taken into account for the evaluation of time reduction. Assuming that the averaged values of the PH/LOC and PH/NIB ratios obtained from UMTS receiver are reliable metrics for the remaining peripherals of the whole UMTS BPU, it is possible to estimate the design effort for the manual generation of all VP peripherals. An amount of 774PH for 121NIBs and 31266LOCs was estimated. Employing the presented automated approach each of the VP peripherals is generated within seconds. The industrial development routine revealed revision levels for the peripherals reaching easily depths of more than fifty. And at each revision version, in which especially the infrastructure (e.g. number of ports, connections) has been changed to a certain degree, this approach exposes its superior performance, applying the automatic mapping procedure. The time savings accumulate to many thousand person hours over an entire design. Its application in industry proved that the modification of an existing COSSAP project necessary to be compliant to the GenericC guidelines causes negligible effort, while the speed-up of development time is substantially.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The automated environment for VP generation presented here has been successfully applied in an industrial design flow, showing significant speed-up in creation of VPs, with savings in the order of hundreds of person hours. Simultaneously, this approach also eliminates human-related errors, thus improving quality. Additionally, work presented here shows better performance benefits, increased flexibility and wider applicability compared to previously presented automated techniques. Future work on the presented environment includes generation of VPs in standards other than VSIA, such as SystemC, as well as processing of algorithmic descriptions developed in environments other than COSSAP. Also, direct binding of the presented VP environment with more of the numerous commercial algorithmic and architecture level tools is expected to increase automation and thus significantly gain design efficiency.
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